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Abstract— In this study, potential usage of 5G networks for
cloud assisted connected and autonomous mobility solution is
demonstrated with preliminary field tests of Autonomous Truck
Routing use case in H2020-ICT18 5G-MOBIX project. The
preliminary tests are performed at Ford Otosan test track
in Eskişehir, Turkey. The SAFIR cloud server developed by
TUBITAK BILGEM is used over 5G network. The 5G-MOBIX
Autonomous Truck Routing system architecture is composed of
an autonomous truck, cloud and smart infrastructure having
three road side units with LIDAR sensors. Navigation software
stack is operated on cloud according to data received from
autonomous truck and road side units. On-board unit performs
required data transmission between cloud and truck. Motion
control algorithms are executed to follow reference way points
with a rapid prototyping controller in autonomous truck.
Feasibility of the proposed connected and automated mobility
system architecture is verified.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is reported that 92% of the road crashes are mainly

caused by human perception (driver inattention, distraction

etc.) and decision making (driving too fast, adjusting inter

vehicular distance wrong etc.) errors [1]. Moreover, poor

driving styles have a negative impact on fuel economy

[2]. Autonomous vehicles are expected to enhance road

safety and fuel economy at the same time thanks to pre-

cise control algorithms and advanced perception, decision

making algorithms. Capabilities of autonomous vehicles can

be significantly improved by wireless technologies enabling

vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications [3]. Connect-

ing autonomous vehicles with roadside infrastructures and

networks, provides two major enhancement opportunity.

Firstly, sensors and human driver have very similar field of

views. Communicating with sensors over smart infrastruc-

ture networks provides significantly increased environmental

awareness beyond on vehicle sensors line of sight [4], [5].

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)

has developed an ITS station architecture [6]. According
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to the ITS station architecture, the cooperative awareness is

the most fundamental feature [7]. Secondly, the autonomous

driving systems are computationally very demanding. An

autonomous vehicle system may need to process a huge

amount of data (as high as 2 GB/s)[8], since perception,

decision making, planning and control algorithms deal with

larger amount of sensor data and executes matrix-vector

operations, numerical optimization algorithms in real time.

Hence, the distributed computing architectures can be de-

veloped to offload on board vehicle processing unis [9],

[10], [11], [12]. In this study, the focus is on Connected

and Automated Mobility (CAM) system architecture design

and its experimental verification with 5G network. The work

carried out at the Ford Otosan Inonu Test Track in the

scope of 5G-MOBIX, which is project funded by the H2020

research and innovation program.

A. Related Work

Kumar et al.[4], developed ”Carcel” which is a cloud-

assisted autonomous vehicle system. The Carcel utilizes

sensor data from both vehicle and roadside infrastructure to

detect objects beyond the vehicle line of sight. Cloud also re-

ceives planned path from vehicle to determine critical regions

requires more or less resolution of 3D-point cloud sensor

data. Hence, the limited bandwidth problem is tackled by

request based communication strategy according to obstruc-

tion of planned path. Therefore, a communication system,

CarSpeak, is introduced by Kumar et al. [5]. The content-

centric design is adopted rather than message source/ID

based approach. CarSpeak’s information objects are regions

around the ego vehicle. Hence, ego vehicle can prioritize

according to its driving zone among real time stream of

3D-point cloud data along the whole road as proposed in

Carcel [4]. Sasaki et al. [9] proposed infrastructure based

autonomous vehicle control system having nodes at cloud

server and mobile edge computing server. They aimed to

free vehicles from costly sensors and prevent from deadlock

situations in multi vehicle scenarios. The vehicle sensor data

which is composed of position, velocity, yaw and ID directly

sent to edge. The edge controller is able to achieve stable

operation by PID based computing and forwarding vehicle

control data (steering, braking and accelerating ) directly to

ego vehicle. If the network latency is lower than a threshold,

the edge controller prefers to forward vehicle sensor data to
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cloud server. Then cloud server computes required vehicle

control data to offload edge server. However, the cloud server

fail to achieve stable operation when latency increased above

threshold temporarily. Therefore, an automatic switching

algorithm based on network latency is used to balance

computational load between cloud and edge servers without

unstable operation. In Sasaki et al. [10], the previous work is

extended by analysing the effect of actual delay of internet

with realistic fluctuation. In [9] and [10], remote control is

considered without autonomous mode of each ego vehicle.

Collapse of these solutions is inevitable when burst packet

loss occurs. Hence, coordination of these remote control

architectures with autonomous mode of each ego vehicle is

proposed in Sasaki et al. [11]. The switching algorithm is

developed for arbitration between remote and autonomous

control modes according to network conditions in terms of

latency and packet loss. Sasaki et al.[12] developed a cloud-

assisted autonomous vehicle system under assumption of 5G

networks. Self-localization with NDT matching, occupancy

grid construction and path planning with A∗ are performed in

cloud. Receiving Lidar point cloud data, ground removal on

point cloud and pure pursuit path following control tasks are

implemented in vehicle side. ROS [13] and Autoware [14]

are highly utilized in their study.

In the light of aforementioned studies, it is apparently seen

that autonomous vehicles can benefit from cloud with several

ways such as offloading by distributed computing, efficient

platooning with smart infrastructure, cooperative perception

in urban crossroads, cooperative planning in urban cross-

roads, simulation, HD map production and model training

[15].

B. Motivation

In this study, cloud-assisted connected and autonomous

mobility system architecture is proposed and experimentally

verified. The 5GMOBIX Autonomous Truck Routing

(ATR) system architecture is composed of an autonomous

truck, road side units, 5G network and a cloud server.

The autonomous truck is equipped with rapid prototyping

controller unt (RPCU) and On-Board Unit (OBU). The

on-board unit receives vehicle data (such as speed, longitude

latitude, altitude and azimuth) and forwards to Cloud.

Road-side units forward raw lidar data to the cloud. The

cloud receives ego vehicle information and road-side unit

information to perform navigation tasks such as object

detection, localization and global/local planning. The

RPCU performs lateral and longitudinal motion control

functionalities. Through the study, as a cloud service it

is highly benefited from the Safir Cloud service which

is a next-generation cloud infrastructure and developed

by TÜBİTAK BİLGEM. Safir Cloud’s fault tolerant and

elastic architecture enhancing its scalability allows it to be

exploited for cloud based navigation applications.

The 5GMOBIX ATR system architecture combines some

previous solutions from cloud-assisted autonomous mobilitiy

literature. Firstly, the autonomous truck is freed from costly

sensors such as lidar [9] by replacing lidar sensors at road-

side units as proposed in [16], [17], [18]. Secondly, the

RPCU is offloaded from computationally heavy navigation

tasks such as object detection, occupancy grid construction,

global and local path planning [12].

C. Rest Of the Paper

Rest of the paper is structured as follows. The system

architecture is presented in Section II. Navigation stack with

cloud computing is proposed in Section III. Motion control

with on board computer is introduced in Section IV. Section

V illustrates the filed testing results. Conclusions are given

in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The 5G-Mobix ATR system communication architecture

is mainly composed of on-board unit, road side units and

cloud layers. The architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Autonomous Truck Routing communication architecture

For this study, three Road-Side Units (RSU) that are devel-

oped by IMEC company are deployed on the field. Each RSU

contains all the V2X communication hardware that is needed

to foresee the connectivity over 5G (Quectel RM500Q) and

C-V2X PC5 (Cohda MK6c). A 4G modem is included for

remote configuration and monitoring. Time synchronization

purposes a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) in

integrated. Additionally, each RSU has PCEngines APU3D

processing unit and Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR.

The cloud based data acquisition is performed in four main

steps. Firstly, collected raw data from LIDARs is sent to Safir

Cloud as pointed out with data flow arrow (1) in Figure

1. Meanwhile, OBU in vehicle collects vehicle position,

speed and heading data from dSPACE MicroAutoBox II

rapid prototyping control unit and sends it to Safir Cloud

as denoted with (2) in Figure 1. Then, Safir Cloud listens

specified UDP ports, sync. messages, creates point cloud

and calculates required reference way points for truck as

shown by (3) in Figure 1. Finally, calculated reference way

points are sent to truck (4). The 5G-Mobix Autonomous

Truck Routing system performs with full functionality when
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the autonomous truck follows received reference way points

with longitudinal and lateral motion control algorithms.

Functionality of the 5G-Mobix Autonomous Truck Routing

is provided by cloud and edge sensing based ultra-fast and

ultra-reliable communication over 5G. Hardware architecture

of the autonomous truck is shown by Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Vehicle subsystem and hardware architecture

Truck is equipped with electro-hydraulic powered steering

system, Novatel PwrPak7D-E1 RTK-GNSS for 1 cm precise

positioning, dSPACE MicroAutoBox II rapid prototyping

controller unit (RPCU) for motion control algorithms (lon-

gitudinal and later controllers developed by Ford Otosan

engineers) and UDP communication functionalities, and 5G

on-board unit.

The RPCU collects all related data from vehicle ECUs

(such as electronic brake system, engine control module and

transmission control units). Then it performs as a gateway

unit to exchange messages between on board unit. The OBU

forwards the vehicle data from RPCU to Safir Cloud and

forward required navigation data from Safir Cloud to RPCU.

The on-board unit (OBU) is developed by IMEC company

[19]. OBU has similar features as IMEC – RSUs. The OBU

unit is installed inside of the vehicle. All the antennas of

the 5G, 4G and the C-V2X PC5 modules have standard

SMA connections and magnetic mounts so that they can be

installed outside the vehicle for optimal transmission and

reception.

The message content of the communication between ve-

hicle and cloud is given in Table I. Here, truck routing

status and system state messages are published to initiate

5G-Mobix ATR functionality and to observe autonomous

truck status. Emergency Stop Status is triggered to indicate

sudden braking. Reference way points and reference speed

are computed by navigation stack in cloud. Longitude, lat-

itude, altitude (LLA) and azimuth values belong to origin

are transmitted for the required transformations of Local

Coordinate Frame (LCF). Vehicle speed, vehicle position

(LLA) and vehicle heading information are published to

be utilized in localization functionality of the navigation

stack. The message counters are monitored to detect any

freeze/timeout issue.

III. NAVIGATION

In this section, localization and path planning algorithms

running on the Safir Cloud are described. The the cloud

application uses global path planning, local path planning

and object detection algorithms to generate the waypoints

required for autonomous driving of the vehicle by combining

the data from the vehicle and road-side units in the ROS

TABLE I

COMMUNICATION MESSAGE CONTENT

Vehicle to Cloud Cloud to Vehicle
System State Truck Routing Status
Time Time
Emergency Stop Status Reference Waypoints [X,Y]
Vehicle Speed Reference Speed
Vehicle Position (LLA) LLA of LCF Origin
Heading Azimuth of LCF Origin
Message Counter Message Counter

environment. The navigation architecture of ATR is shown

in the Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Navigation architecture of ATR

A. Localization

Localization is a critical perception task that involves es-

timating the position of the vehicle in relation to a reference

coordinate system. A high level of localization accuracy

allows an autonomous vehicle to understand its surroundings

and establish a sense of the road and lane structures. The fact

that the sensors are located on the road-side rather than on the

vehicle for the purpose of this study has brought a challenge

in this manner. To solve this, a GPS position is selected as

a reference point. In order to convert all GPS points to local

coordinates in the cloud, the geodesic between this reference

point and the desired point is calculated and converted to east

north up (ENU) local points as x,y. Finally, the local points

published in the ROS environment. In this way, the vehicle

odometer and sensor data are fused in the ROS environment

on the local map.

B. Global Planner

The global path planning is conducted on a static global

map which is a 2D grid-like map whose cells have higher

values for the stationary obstacles like walls and trees and

lower values for the collision-free regions. Based on this

global cost map, a graph structure can be formed to exploit

traditional shortest path algorithms on it. The path found in

this undirected graph acts as global guidance to the agent.

In our study, for the path planning part, the widely used

ROS package move base [20] is utilized for the navigation

stack. Its global planning part, the package named navfn,
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takes the static cost map and computes a path to be fed to

the local planner. The well-known Dijkstra’s shortest path

algorithm [21] is adopted to create a global path by navfn.

However, note that the edge construction process of the graph

is not that trivial because of the nonholonomic constraints

of the vehicle. For instance, trucks can not perform lateral

movements and their turning radius strictly depends on the

wheelbase and track width of it. The move base package

takes this metrics into account as well. However, the global

path planner is not robust to the dynamic objects that were

not originally on the static map and may lead to navigation

problems such as freezing robots.

C. Local Planner

Local planner is an algorithm that aims to optimize

the global plan for each cycle according to the vehicle’s

dynamics and sensor data. In our study, teb local planner
[22], a ROS plugin which is compatible with vehicles with

differential drive, is used.

teb local planner is an algorithm based on a method called

”time elastic band” which is rests upon the augmentation of

classic ”elastic band” theory [23]. The elastic band deforms

the global path with respect to the shortest path and object

avoidance. But while doing this, it does not take into account

any dynamic constraints of the robot (in this case the vehi-

cle). teb local planner, on the other hand, considers dynamic

constraints such as the limited velocity and acceleration of

the robot, ensuring that the target is reached in a minimum

time. With the extension [24], the algorithm is also optimized

for car-like robots. Since the dynamic constraints of the

trucks are challenging, the use of teb local planner was

found appropriate in this study.

The 25m long road resulting from the local planner is

converted into 250 (x,y) waypoints with 0.1m intervals. The

calculated velocity coming from move base is also added to

the waypoints information and sent to the OBU continuously,

enabling autonomous driving for obstacle-free situation.

D. Object Detection

The ROS package move base is used for path planning

and navigation. The modules in the move base package are

designed in a way that the agent never stops until it reaches

the goal. Furthermore, the agent is programmed to avoid

dynamic obstacles and find other feasible paths continually.

After finding a feasible way, the agent continues on its new

path without cease. However, this solution is not applicable

to the problem depicted in this paper. Therefore, a custom

ROS package named as obstacle detection is implemented

to detect obstacles and provide solutions.

Obstacle detection module gets the locations of the agent

and the obstacle points. Then a 2-D imaginary cone is

created, starting from the base of the agent. The angle and

the length of the cone are provided by related configuration

files. After that, the obstacle points inside the imaginary cone

are traversed. The module adjusts the speed of the agent

according to the distance between the base of the agent and

the nearest obstacle point. If the distance is shorter than the

minimum permitted distance for routing, then an emergency

stop signal is sent to the move base controller. The agent

waits until the obstacle point moves away. Then the agent

continues routing on its path to the goal location.

The slow threshold and stop threshold are chosen as 12

meters and 7 meters, respectively. Angle of the 2-D cone is

set as 40 degrees.

E. Unit Testing

Unit tests of the navigation stack were performed by

simulating the movement of the vehicle. During the tests,

velocity and path followed by vehicle were observed while

making a U-turn on an obstacle-free road. Maximum velocity

that the vehicle can reach is determined as 10km/h. Results

are shown in the Figure 4. In the top plot, the path followed

by the vehicle during the tests is shown. In the bottom plot,

the planned velocity for the vehicle along the path is shown.

It is seen that the velocity of the vehicle varies between

7km/h and 10km/h when it is going straight. In addition, at

two inflection points of the turn it is seen that the average

velocity decreases depending on the dynamic constraints of

the vehicle.

Fig. 4. Unit test results of cloud based path planning

IV. MOTION CONTROL

In this section, lateral and longitudinal control algorithms

implemented in test truck are described. Thereafter, unit

testing results for velocity tracking and path following are

presented.

A. Lateral Controller

The border side corridor crossing problem is a low speed

use case. Hence, the pure pursuit [25] algorithm is preferred

for lateral control due to its simplicity and its well-known

path following accuracy at low speeds. The algorithm is

based on geometric interpretation of a circular arc which

connects the rear axle center and an intersection point (look

ahead point) on reference way points. The look ahead point

is determined by searching for a reference waypoint at look

ahead distance, Ld , away of rear axle center as illustrated in

Figure 5.

Then, the vehicle’s steering angle δ can be determined

using only the look ahead point location and the angle α
between the vehicle’s heading vector and the look-ahead
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Fig. 5. Geometry of pure pursuit

vector. Applying the law of sines to Figure 5 results in

Ld

sin(2α)
=

R
sin(π

2 −α)
(1)

Using the simple geometric bicycle model of an Ackermann

steered vehicle, the steering angle can be written as

δ = atan
(

2(L f +Lr)sin(α)

Ld

)
(2)

where Ld is the look ahead distance, L is the wheelbase value

and α is the angle between truck heading and look ahead

vector heading.

B. Longitudinal Controller

The longitudinal controller is designed to track reference

speed commands received from cloud. The reference speed

tracking control is performed by switching between torque

and deceleration control modes. The switching logic is shown

by Figure 6. The reference speed tracking task is performed

Fig. 6. Flow chart of switching between torque and deceleration modes.

by collaboration of three different subsystem which are en-

gine control module (ECM), transmission control unit (TCU)

and electronic brake system (EBS) in subject vehicle. Torque

mode is executed by requesting Engine Torque from ECM

over vehicle CAN line. The requested engine torque value

can be set to longitudinal controller output or TCU output

according to above mentioned logic. Deceleration mode is

executed by requesting deceleration value from EBS over

Vehicle CAN line. When the deceleration reference value

is below its threshold value, EBS is requested to perform

deceleration control. If the reference deceleration is above

its threshold, TCU overriding status must be monitored. If

the TCU is overrinding Engine Torque, requested torque is

set to TCU output. Otherwise, the requested torque is set to

longitudinal controller output. In the torque control mode, the

longitudinal controller reference torque value is computed

according to reference acceleration value computed by PID

controller which is given by:

accx,re f = Kpev +Kdėv +Ki

∫
ev (3)

where ev = vx,req − vx is the velocity tracking error. The

reference acceleration value is utilized to calculate reference

engine torque value as follows:

Tre f = Tf f +Telc +Tgspid (4)

where Tf f denotes the feedforward term, Telc presents engine

loss compensation term and Tgspid stands for gear scheduled

pid term. The feedforward torque term is nothing but longi-

tudinal dynamics calculations which are commonly used in

literature [26]. Engine loss term, Te,loss, is modeled by a 1-D

look-up table. Here, EL1Dtable stands for the 1-D look-up

table. The only input is ωe which denotes engine speed in

rpm. The gear scheduled PI term is Tgspid =Kpea+Ki
∫

reset ea.
where ea = accx,re f −ax is the acceleration tracking error. Kp
and Ki are proportional and integral terms of gear scheduled

PI controller. Both terms are in the form of 1D look-up table

with current gear as breakpoints. The reference deceleration

value is computed by decx,re f = VelErr2Dec1Dtable(ev).

C. Unit Testing

In this section, both lateral and longitudinal controllers are

verified by unit testing. The unit testing studies are conducted

at Ford Otosan Eskişehir Test Track which is shown in Figure

9. Path following performance of the pure pursuit lateral

controller is shown in Figure 7. Here, the reference way

points are generated according to actual geometry of Greece-

Turkey border side roads. At the bottom plot, black dots

represent reference way points blue dots represent reference

way point detected at look ahead distance and red line

show actual truck position in local cartesian coordinates.

At the top plot, red line denotes path following error in

meters, dashed blue line stands for the error bound with

0.50 m, dashed black line shows the error bound with

0.25 m. As can be observed from Figure 7, reference way

points are followed accurately. The algorithm detects the

corresponding way point at a look ahead distance away from

rear axle center, then the steering wheel angle is computed

according to equation (2). Since the truck is initiated outside

of reference way points, path following error starts at 5.303

m. However, it is apparently seen that path following error

is reduced below 0.50 and 0.25 meter bounds, respectively.

Common width of any lane is 3.5 meter. The test truck
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Fig. 7. Lateral controller performance in terms of path following accuracy

has 2.5 meter width. Therefore, 0.50 meter is maximum

available path following error without violating its lane.

The lateral controller satisfies the requirement with keeping

path following error below 0.25 meter along the reference

way points. Speed tracking performance of the cascaded

longitudinal controller is shown by Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Longitudinal controller performance in terms of reference speed
tracking and acceleration/deceleration tracking

At the top plot, black line represents reference speed

value, red line represents actual truck speed. At the bottom

plot, black dots denote reference acceleration, blue dots

denote reference deceleration and red line stands for actual

longitudinal acceleration of the Truck. It is apparently seen

that reference speed value 15 [kph] is successfully reached by

cascaded longitudinal controller. There is a small temporarily

oscillated response around 11 [kph] due to gear shift process.

The small transient oscillation in the truck speed response is

occurred due to the rapid decrease in reference acceleration

value shown in bottom plot. The reference acceleration

value is set to zero during gear shift, since acceleration

tracking performance of any longitudinal controller can not

be guaranteed during gear shift. When the reference speed

value suddenly decreased to zero as shown in top plot,

it is observed that reference deceleration value is reached

approximately −3 [m/s2]. Tracking reference deceleration

value is achieved by EBS system as can be seen from bottom

plot. Then the truck speed is quickly converged to zero and

standstill state is reached.

V. FIELD TESTING

In this section, integrated testing of motion control with

navigation stack on Safir Cloud is presented. Unit testing of

the navigation stack is previously presented in Figure 4. Unit

testing results of motion control are presented in Figure 7.and

Figure 8. The integrated testing studies are carried out at Ford

Otosan Eskişehir Test Track which is shown by Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Ford Otosan Eskişehir test track.

Performance of the Autonomous Truck Routing system in

terms of path following and reference speed tracking can be

seen from Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, integrated testing results

are compatible with unit testing studies. The maximum

allowable path following error bound 0.50 meters is violated

at the beginning. Thereafter, path following error is always

kept under 0.50 meters. The reference speed tracking is also

successfully achieved. Here reference speed and reference

way points are generated by global and local planners in

navigation stack. The Autonomous Truck Routing system

architecture of 5G-Mobix project is experimentally verified

by these preliminary test results before actual border crossing

tests between Turkey and Greece.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, feasibility of the proposed connected and

automated mobility system architecture is demonstrated.

However, there are some further enhancement opportunities.

The path planning approach is based on a graph structure

with static objects and collision-free regions. When the

unit testing and integrating testing results are compared,
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it is shown that current path planner results discontinuous

curvature profiles. HD map like strategy having smooth lane

center line and related attributes might be beneficial. 5G-

MOBIX project aims to demonstrate potential of different

5G features on real European roads and highways and

create and use sustainable business models to develop 5G

corridors. The preliminary testing studies must be repeated

at Ipsala(Turkey) border crossing point between Greece and

Turkey. Hence, performance of the whole system architecture

in terms of connectivity and motion control can be further

investigated. In addition, motion control algorithms are not

tested with semitrailer case.
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